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 Change was abundant in 20
th

 century Russia. After Stalin’s death, the social elite of the 

time scrambled to hold on to power, while writers, poets, and many other intellectuals enjoyed 

liberties previously unimaginable in post-revolutionary Russia. At the center of this shift was 

Alexander Solzhenitsyn’s One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovitch, a story inspired by the 

inhumane political regime under Stalin. Reflecting the author’s personal experience as a prisoner 

in the Gulag, the publication was a mission to end Soviet propaganda’s deceit of the people and 

to illuminate the tortures that commoners’ family neighbors and neighbors were undergoing in 

the camps. Despite the book’s miniscule length, its release triggered an extraordinary commotion 

that undermined the foundation of power in the Soviet regime, unintentionally forcing a quick 

return to the old policies of censorship. The changing availability of democratic liberties in the 

Soviet Union simultaneously helped and hurt Solzhenitsyn — just as the novel prompted by 

Russia’s pendulum of a political climate enabled and then disabled the power of the people. 

 Stalin’s political establishment steered Solzhenitsyn’s biography from early on. World 

War I claimed his father’s life when Solzhenitsyn was a toddler. Raised by a widowed mother on 

a rural farm and briefly studying mathematics in university, he was drafted into the army to fight 

in World War II. Throughout his entire life, Solzhenitsyn observed Stalin’s inhumane policies in 

action. His family had little resources, but stealing from neighboring farms to quell the constant 

hunger was out of the question — that would get you sent to the labor camps. World War II 

crystalized Solzhenitsyn’s negative view on the government that forced him to fight on the 

frontlines, earning him two commendations and great suffering; naturally, he harbored anti-

Stalinist ideas along with his fellow soldiers. Writing to a friend back home, Solzhenitsyn stated 
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his negative opinion of Stalin — but all communication was intercepted and read by Soviet 

officials, resulting in Solzhenitsyn’s quick identification as a traitor. Purely as a result of the 

overwhelming censoring and control of the truth by Stalin, the soldier now found himself as the 

enemy of the people he was fighting for. Immediately sent to the Gulag, he suffered in 

unbearable temperatures and living conditions. This suffering later translated into the basis for 

One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovitch, allowing him to accurately represent life in the Gulag; 

Shukhov’s intense manual labor and overarching mentality, especially his elevation of the 

importance of surviving every individual day, is a stark contrast to the carefree, joyful life that 

Stalin claimed was available for all Soviets. 

 Solzhenitsyn was saved by the political climate’s evolution. Stalin eventually learned that 

the United States was making progress on an atomic bomb. He realized the need for Russia to 

make similar advancements, but all the scientists and intellectuals had been imprisoned in the 

Gulag for speaking out against established Communist Party beliefs. After weighing his options, 

Stalin began searching the camps for scientists and relocated them into special research 

institutes, where they had better living conditions, especially a decent supply of food and 

tolerable temperatures, but were still prisoners and forced to work on the atomic bomb project. 

At this time, calculators and computers were unavailable, and the researchers required helpers to 

do calculations for them. Hence, math teachers were also found in the camps and moved to the 

institutes. Since Solzhenitsyn was studying to become a math teacher, he, too, found himself in 

the suburbs of Moscow among an intellectual elite. The thinkers united here: under the guise of 

needing more calculatory assistance, scientists managed to bring other intellectuals, including 

great writers and poets, from the labor camps. Solzhenitsyn found himself at odds with most of 

his fellow prisoners in this new facility: as the Revolution had offered Jews equal rights while 
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most other intellectuals left the country, he was surrounded mainly by Jews, a contradiction to 

his upbringing on the weak, fundamental anti-Semitism persistent in rural Russia. But anti-

Semitism was trumped by anti-Stalinism in this atmosphere, and Solzhenitsyn strengthened his 

personal beliefs by hearing the Gulag stories of other intellectuals. 

 Solzhenitsyn was released from prison the day of Stalin’s death, and soon wrote the story 

that would later become One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovitch. Its original title was Щ-854; 

the fact that Solzhenitsyn was a completely unknown author only added to the story’s obscurity, 

making its future success all the more unlikely. But this was remedied by the ongoing political 

shifts. The power shift represented the movement of a pendulum: on one end were Stalinist 

beliefs, under which he was treated as a god. This meant that intellectuals were not allowed to 

say anything contradicting Stalin’s accepted truth, and scientists could not make any new 

progress under this government. Those who attempted to raise their voices lost their roles in the 

Communist Party and were fired from their jobs, and some were even secretly arrested in the 

middle of the night and sent to the Gulag. All thinkers who were capable of producing unique 

ideas represented potential problems for Stalin and threatened the future of his power; survival 

was limited to those who blindly submitted to Stalin’s rule and believed only what they were 

told. Thus, Stalin’s regime exercised the opposite of natural selection: the fittest — the 

intellectuals, the thinkers — suffered, while blind followers of Stalin survived. 

Khrushchev’s arrival after Stalin’s death initiated the swing of the pendulum in the other 

direction. The new leader realized that Russia was rusting, as no new progress could be made 

under the Stalinist oppression of thinkers. Khrushchev reproached Stalin’s regime in his speech 

to the Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union: 
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It is impermissible and foreign to the spirit of Marxism-Leninism to elevate one person, 

to transform him into a superman possessing supernatural characteristics, akin to those 

of a god. Such a man supposedly knows everything, sees everything, thinks for everyone, 

can do anything, is infallible in his behavior. Such a belief about a man, and specifically 

about Stalin, was cultivated among us for many years.  (Speech 1) 

This belief prompted Khrushchev’s decision to partially liberate the country via increased 

freedom of speech; Vladimir Voynovich, a Soviet writer who was good friends with 

Solzhenitsyn, explains that these changes were “not from a love of freedom, but because 

[liberties were] necessary for [Russia] to survive” (18). Prior to Khrushchev’s reforms, 

Solzhenitsyn’s story had no chance of being published. However, Alexander Tvardovsky, the 

editor of the Noviy Mir (The New World) magazine to which Solzhenitsyn submitted Щ-854, 

was astonished by the story, an unprecedented look at the black box that was the Gulag system. 

He sent the manuscript for review to Khrushchev, who in the spirit of eliminating the ideological 

rust of Stalin’s rule, dramatically allowed the story’s publication. This marked the beginning of 

“Khrushchevskaya ottepel’”, the Khrushchevian Thaw. The Russian word оттепель (thaw) is 

used colloquially to refer to the period of two or three days when winter suddenly pauses. The 

liberties the Russian populace gained as the political pendulum swung towards having European 

freedom represented the equivalent of the sun unexpectedly rising in mid-January. During the 

Thaw, as Voynovich explains, “the shackles on the hands and feet of the Soviet people were only 

slightly weakened, but this weakening was perceived by the public with much stronger emotions 

and was reflected in the art much more fruitfully than the collapse of the Soviet regime in the 

nineties” (18). The very fact that Solzhenitsyn’s story was published — albeit under a less 

controversial name, since Щ-854 reminded Tvardovsky of how prisoners were numbered in Nazi 

concentration camps — represented a swing of the political pendulum away from Stalin and 

towards a free state under Khrushchev.  
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 The reception of One Day in the Soviet Union was layered into three different social 

responses. In general, the government lost its credibility: no one was meant to know the truth 

about what happened when people just disappeared, but now readers were worried about their 

family members who were in the Gulag and about their own futures. One group welcomed the 

book: they were excited because general freedom seemed likely to be available in the near future, 

and they were happy that there was no more reason to fear discussing anything previously 

controversial. Another group appreciated the story’s look at the truth, but found it one-sided and 

subjective. They considered it bad literature, with an inactive protagonist and written in broken, 

colloquial language. This response was natural: it was difficult to reject all the Stalinist 

propaganda, supported by the military victories in World War II and by the pro-government 

newspapers, which were ruled by government censors, so some people preferred to believe that 

Solzhenitsyn presented a one-sided, glass-half-empty story. On the other hand, the social elite — 

namely the Gulag camp leaders, Stalinists, judges, KGB members, and Communist Party leaders 

— held a much stronger view on the story. It threatened the social systems that allowed these 

people to have leadership roles. With the truth about the Gulag system exposed, and with further 

freedom of speech flowing to the people, members of the elite were now losing their importance 

and were no longer respected; furthermore, their power was now in jeopardy. Fearing what could 

happen to Party rule if open discourse continued among the Soviet people, this group began 

scaring Khrushchev in order to convince him to reverse his removal of censors; they “pointed to 

Hungary, where what had started in the literary circles ended in hanging Communists from 

streetlamps” (Voynovich 19). 

 The disparities between these reactions heightened the conflict between the people, now 

exposed to the unbelievable truth about the imprisonment of their neighbors and relatives, and 
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the governing elite, now scared about the future of their power. Solzhenitsyn’s novel thus 

unintentionally initiated the return of the pendulum towards Stalinist views: Khrushchev “soon 

realized that keeping freedom within its boundaries is too difficult” (Voynovich 19), meaning 

even he was afraid of what would happen when the next book as revealing as One Day is printed. 

Of course, neither Khrushchev nor any other member of the elite wanted a return to the Stalinist 

environment — they had often been taunted by Stalin and had lived in constant fear. Yet none of 

the leaders knew how to live in a European regime; having no understanding of the Western 

system of freedom, they knew their power would not last. And in Russia, losing power meant 

death — the latest power struggle, the Russian Revolution, had culminated in the assassination of 

the Tsar and his family. Unsatisfied with both extremes of the pendulum, Communist Party 

leaders looked to what Stalin did successfully. His policy centered on belief and fear: the 

populace was pressured into believing government propaganda, and those who refused felt the 

fear of being kidnapped in the night and removed from society. Belief was no longer present, 

since One Day and later The Gulag Archipelago destroyed the credibility of the government and 

exposed the horrible treatment of Russian intellectuals. Fear thus had to be exercised to rein the 

population in: the leaders realized that “it is time to whip [the people’s] hands before it is too 

late” (Voynovich 20). Removing the liberties, limited as they were, that Khruschev had granted 

the nation in his attempt to stop Russia from rusting would allow the government to maintain the 

Stalinist fear among the populace, while removing it from the lives of the elite. The 

Khrushchevian Thaw soon ended as the elite class convinced the leader of having gone too far, 

and Russia returned to the Gulag winter after a brief window of sunshine. Khrushchev began 

fighting artists, writers, filmmakers, and other intellectuals that had been enabled by the power 

and freedom of speech given to the people after Stalin’s death. Still, Communist Party leaders 
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were not satisfied, so they replaced Khrushchev and accelerated the backwards motion of the 

pendulum. Simultaneously, Solzhenitsyn was arrested and exiled. He would have been 

imprisoned in the Gulag again, but the authorities were afraid of the potential for an international 

outcry, since Solzhenitsyn had been awarded the Nobel Prize for literature. They avoided 

controversy in dealing with other progressive Soviet writers and poets by silent muting them in 

forbidding publication of their works and dismissing them from writers’ unions.   

 Solzhenitsyn’s originally-obscure novel One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovitch had a 

profound impact on Communist Russia, first enabling power for the people and then justifying 

its removal. In addition, it influenced the direction Solzhenitsyn took later in his life. After rising 

to fame as a result of his novels’ reception, the author gave himself the model of being the next 

Tolstoy, whose moral observations and arguments for social reform had earned him wide respect 

in Russia. According to translator and editor Guy de Mallac, Tolstoy’s works were seemingly 

divided “into two supposedly watertight parts — the pre-1880 period (comprising mostly 

fiction), and the post-1880 period (comprising mostly nonfictional writings)” (179), but Mallac 

argues that this is a misinterpretation that “claims that radically new elements were introduced 

into Tolstoy’s values” (179); instead, “from the first, Tolstoy’s life was an ethical quest” (179). 

A similar confusion can exist in interpreting Solzhenitsyn’s work. At the surface, his Harvard 

Address, a speech identifying and criticizing elements of the American political structure vis-à-

vis the state of Communist Russia, appears drastically political in comparison to One Day, a 

simple life story. But a mission of exposing the truth to prompt understanding and reform by the 

people underlies all of the author’s work. In Russia, no truth was available about the Gulag 

system; One Day changed that, allowing citizens to understand what was happening to their 

relatives and neighbors that had been sent to the camps. On the other hand, in America, facts 
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were readily available, but American exceptionalism and naiveté plagued how the truth was 

interpreted. In fact, Solzhenitsyn cracked the binary divide that marked the nationalism of both 

sides in the Cold War era: Russians believed the government propaganda claiming their system 

was superior, while Solzhenitsyn’s work pushed towards freedom of speech and for the 

availability of truth, and Americans thought their system outperformed the barbaric communism 

in Russia while neglecting the deficiencies and injustices of their own nation, which in turn 

garnered Solzhenitsyn’s focus. 

The Stalinist period in Russia forced suffering upon Solzhenitsyn and compelled him to 

spread the truth. His consequent rise in fame cemented his role as a writer — an observer with 

the mission to expose political failures. One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovitch was critical in 

sending Solzhenitsyn on this path and allowing him to produce work that resulted in political 

shifts. After all, that story was not merely a literary advance, but a novel glance at life from a 

prisoner’s perspective that crumbled the black box that was the Gulag system, gave hope to one 

group of people while instilling fear in another, and ultimately caused Khrushchev’s removal 

from power and a return to Stalinist affairs. As a true writer, he internalized and fully believed in 

his own message of exposing misrepresentations and ironies in the world around him. Now we 

must apply the same strategy to identify the deficiencies and make progress in 21
st
 society.
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